
1. Introduction
The morphologies of global river deltas are characterized to a first-order by their channel networks, shorelines, 
and planform geometries (Galloway,  1975). These characteristics can vary significantly between deltas and 
can impact their resilience (Hoitink et al., 2020; Tejedor et al., 2015; Tessler et al., 2015), population capacity 
(Edmonds et al., 2020), and stratigraphy (Galloway, 1975; Wright & Coleman, 1973). Elucidating the controls 
on river delta morphology is critical for future management and mitigation strategies, especially in light of rising 
sea levels and coastal subsidence (Nicholls et al., 2021; Shirzaei et al., 2020), increased storm frequency and 
intensity, and river catchment modification by humans. Despite this need, a quantitative understanding of what 
sets first-order delta morphology is lacking.

In the prevailing hypothesis of Galloway (1975), delta morphology is set by the balance of fluvial, wave, and tidal 
energy fluxes. The intuitive nature of this theory has made it the standard for delta classification, yet the axes of 
the ternary diagram that define it are qualitative, limiting its predictive capacity and inhibiting a quantitative test 
of the theory. More recent field (Nienhuis et al., 2015; Passalacqua et al., 2013; Syvitski & Saito, 2007) experi-
mental (Finotello et al., 2019; Ganti et al., 2016; Hoyal & Sheets, 2009) and numerical (Ashton & Giosan, 2011; 
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of distributary channel mouths. Waves may also lead to the formation of barrier islands and sand spits, though 
these features do not necessarily indicate wave “dominance.” These results confirm the hypothesis from the 
1970's while adding important information about the morphological transitions between different end-member 
“type” deltas.
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Canestrelli et  al.,  2014; Edmonds & Slingerland,  2010; Geleynse et  al.,  2011; Leonardi et  al.,  2013; Rossi 
et al., 2016) work has clarified how river, wave, or tide-dominated end-members grow and even created predictive 
relationships for certain morphologic features based on the balance of two fluxes. However, it is unclear if these 
predictions hold for deltas under the combined influence of all three fluxes.

Recent work (Nienhuis et al., 2015, 2018, 2020) has quantified the axes of Galloway's ternary diagram by formu-
lating relationships for the river, wave, and tidal sediment fluxes experienced by the delta. Here we use this newly 
quantified framework to test the link between delta morphology and flux balance.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ensemble of Simulated Deltas

While several physically-based or reduced complexity models for numerically simulating river deltas exist 
(Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014; Edmonds & Slingerland, 2007; Geleynse et al., 2011; Lauzon et al., 2019; Liang 
et al., 2015; Rossi et al., 2016; Seybold et al., 2007), there have been few, if any, successful attempts at reproduc-
ing the diversity of delta morphology under the combined influence of rivers, waves, and tides. Most efforts have 
focused on end-member morphology (Geleynse et al., 2011) or morphological variability in response to a single 
flux (Rossi et al., 2016; Seybold et al., 2007). Using Delft3D (Lesser et al., 2004), we simulate 62 river deltas 
with non-cohesive sediment (grain size = 135 μm) that span the ternary space by varying the magnitude of wave 
and tidal forcings while holding river discharge and factors not explicitly included in the sediment flux framework 
(such as sediment characteristics) constant. Simulations represent delta evolution on timescales ranging from 
decades to centuries depending on assumptions regarding the frequency-magnitude relationships of large floods 
and wave events (see Text S1 and Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 for model setup details).

Simulations are placed in the ternary space according to the balance of their fluvial, wave, and tidal fluxes (Qriver, 
Qwave, Qtide, respectively) (Figure S2a in Supporting Information S1). Ratios of these fluxes describe the relative 
contribution of one flux or another (Equation 1).

𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥 =
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄river +𝑄𝑄wave +𝑄𝑄tide

 (1)

Qriver is taken as the time averaged flux entering the basin prior to delta inception, measured near the upstream 
boundary. We estimate the values of Qwave following the methodology of Nienhuis et al. (2015) which uses the 
CERC equation to estimate a maximum potential littoral transport for each delta. We estimate Qtide following 
Nienhuis et al. (2018) (which estimates Qtide according to the tidal prism), diverging only in our definition of 
slope, which we estimate assuming an equilibrium normal flow profile for distributaries. The estimated slope 
for all runs is roughly 10 −4, which matches the slope of our feeder channel. Our simulation ensemble covers a 
large portion of the ternary space with a focus on intermediate flux balances (Figure S1, Table S1 in Supporting 
Information S1).

2.2. Morphological Metrics

We quantify the morphology of simulated deltas using three simple metrics that characterize the shoreline and 
distributary channel network (Figure 1).

Shorelines are defined from binary wet/dry maps for every model output timestep using the opening angle method 
of Shaw et al.  (2008), which addresses the problem of shoreline ambiguity across river mouths. This method 
defines for every wet cell the angle that spans the view into open water (a flat shoreline has a 180-degree view). 
The shoreline is defined by selecting a given “opening angle”; smaller angles produce shorelines that precisely 
follow the land-water interface, while larger angles smooth over indentations.

We define shoreline roughness (ρ*) for each delta by comparing the lengths of the shorelines obtained using 
opening angles of 45 (L45) and 120° (L120) (2). This definition is less biased to delta-scale shoreline concavities 
than similar shoreline roughness metrics that use the length of a convex hull as the normalizing length (Geleynse 
et al., 2012). ρ* is thus focused on roughness at sub-delta scales.

𝝆𝝆
∗
=

𝐿𝐿45

𝐿𝐿120

 (2)
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Channel networks are defined as areas upstream of the shoreline where flow depth is greater than 10 cm, velocity 
is greater than 0.01 m/s (following Caldwell and Edmonds (2014)), and sediment transport is at least 1% of the 
sediment transport at the delta apex. These threshold values were chosen to provide a complete representation of 
the significant (in terms of water and sediment transport) portions of the channel network. Changing the threshold 
values by a factor of 2 in either direction leads to small differences in the details of the networks but does not 
affect the total number of distributary channel mouths.

We define distributary channel mouths as locations where the channel network and the shoreline intersect. To 
avoid over-counting for channels that intersect the shoreline at low angles, we apply a 1 pixel buffer to each 
“mouth” pixel that groups nearby pixels into one connected component. This method could result in distinct 
distributaries at the shoreline being unintentionally grouped into one channel mouth; our count for the number of 
distributary channel mouths (Nch) is likely a slight underestimate. Nch and ρ* are averaged from low tide timesteps 
over the final 1/3 of the simulation.

The presence or absence of spits (SPA) is determined by visual inspection of binary inundation maps. We define 
spits as shore-parallel, elongated (greater than 3:1 aspect ratio) dry areas at or near the delta shoreline. Where SPA 
is uncertain, we err on the side of absence. Because of the highly transient nature of spits and barrier islands, SPA 
is determined based on the final low-tide output for each model run.

2.3. Statistics

We assess statistically significant differences in the morphological metrics across the ternary space categorically 
according to the dominant flux (where each delta plots in Figure S2b in Supporting Information S1). We use a 
threshold p-value of 0.05 to determine significance for all statistical tests. We use logistic regression to compare 
the probability of spit occurrence between river, wave, and tide-influenced categories. For ρ* and Nch, we use the 
Kruskal-Wallis H-test to compare the mean ranks of simulations in river, wave, and tide-influenced categories. 
In cases where the categorical tests show significant differences (Nch and ρ* for simulations and field deltas) we 
perform multiple comparison tests to determine which categories were distinct from each other.

To assess relationships between the morphological metrics and wave or tide-dominance (rwave or rtide), we employ 
weighted least squares linear regression (Nch and ρ* metrics for field deltas) and logistic regression (SPA). For 
the linear regressions, we use iteratively weighted least squares to address heteroscedasticity in Nch and ρ*, and 
log-transform rwave and rtide values for all regressions to increase normality in the sample distribution. We assess 

Figure 1. Example of a simulated delta and schematics illustrating morphological metrics. All panels show the final output of a run with approximately equal river, 
wave, and tidal sediment fluxes (Run Y1, see Supporting Information S1). (a) Shows the topobathymetry as elevation relative to sea level, (b) shows a binary inundation 
map highlighting the presence of spits, (c) illustrates the various shorelines used to compute the shoreline roughness, and (d) shows the intersections of the distributary 
channel network and shoreline that define channel mouths.
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goodness of fit for the linear regressions using R 2. For the logistic regressions, we assess goodness of fit using 
the Chi-square test.

To summarize the proportion of metric variability explained by the balance of all three fluxes (and to ensure our 
results and interpretations are robust across different statistical assessments) we perform multiple linear regres-
sion of the relative influence values (predictor variables) against the metric values (response variable). A separate 
regression is performed for each metric (Nch and ρ*), and the regressions are performed separately for simulations 
and field deltas. We assess goodness of fit using R 2.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Qualitative Assessment

Our simulations recreate much of the morphological diversity observed in real-world delta systems (Figure 2). 
End-member simulations show morphological characteristics that are hallmarks of these delta types. In 
river-dominated simulations (those lacking substantial marine influence), the deltas develop complex distribu-
tary channel networks with an abundance of bifurcations and river mouths. Shorelines are lobate with semicir-
cular to irregular geometries (Figures 2a and 2d). This morphology is the result of progradation via mouth-bar 
induced bifurcation and avulsion of distributaries and is common for deltas with low basin energy (relative to 
fluvial sediment flux) and non-cohesive sediment loads (Edmonds & Slingerland, 2010), such as the Volga Delta 
(Figure 2a).

Tide-dominated simulations exhibit rough shorelines (relative to river or wave-dominated delta shorelines when 
observed at the same scale), large subaqueous platforms, and headless channels that are disconnected from the 
distributary network (Figure 2e). Headless channels are ubiquitous on tide-dominated deltas in the field and are 
self-formed or relict abandoned distributaries maintained via bi-directional tidal flow and landward-decreasing 
shear stresses (Fagherazzi,  2008; Hood,  2010). These deltas also have large subaqueous platforms that 
extend  seaward from the shoreline, consistent with field deltas subjected to significant tidal influence (Goodbred 
& Saito, 2012; Rossi et al., 2016). Rough shorelines are common features of tide-dominated deltas in the field 
such as the Orinoco delta (Figure 2b) (Galloway, 1975; Geleynse et al., 2011; Rossi et al., 2016), and in our simu-
lations roughness results from a combination of headless tidal channels and distributary channels perturbing the 
shoreline as protrusions and indentations. This effect may be exacerbated by ebb-induced mouth bar erosion and 
elongation of distributary channels (Geleynse et al., 2011; Leonardi et al., 2013; Rossi et al., 2016).

Wave-dominated simulations exhibit relatively simple distributary channel networks with a limited number of 
channel mouths (Figure  2f). This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that high wave energy inhib-
its mouth bar formation and resultant bifurcation-induced distributary network development (Jerolmack & 
Swenson, 2007; Nardin & Fagherazzi, 2012). Wave-dominated simulations are also characterized by sand spits 
and barrier islands that form near distributary mouths and may eventually amalgamate to the shoreline and 
form beach ridges (Figure 2f). These features are indicators of wave-induced alongshore sediment transport and 
are thought to be diagnostic of wave-influence on delta morphology in field deltas (Ashton & Giosan, 2011; 
Galloway,  1975; Nienhuis et  al.,  2013; Syvitski & Saito,  2007; Wright & Coleman,  1973). Wave-dominated 
simulations are generally semicircular to cuspate in planform, with relatively smooth shorelines (Figure  2f). 
These characteristics resemble field deltas (such as the Mahanadi delta, Figure 2c) and are thought to be the result 
of waves acting to diffuse the shoreline through erosion (Ashton & Giosan, 2011; Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007; 
Nardin & Fagherazzi, 2012; Nienhuis et al., 2013).

The end-member morphological characteristics are present to varying degrees in deltas with intermediate flux 
balances and combine to create a spectrum of possible morphologies (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). 
To assess variation in the end-member characteristics across flux balance parameter space, we apply Nch, ρ*, and 
SPA to quantitatively describe these different aspects of delta morphology.

3.2. Quantifying the Influence of Flux Balance on the Morphology of Simulated Deltas

There are statistically significant differences in ρ* between the three groups: tide-influenced deltas have the 
highest ρ*, wave-influenced have the lowest, and river-influenced are intermediate (Figure 3a and Table S2 in 
Supporting Information S1). ρ* increases with rtide and decreases with rwave across the range of simulated flux 
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balances (Figures 4a and 4d). This occurs because the processes acting to roughen the shoreline–headless channel 
formation, ebb-enhanced distributary elongation and resultant shoreline perturbation–increase gradually with 
tidal sediment flux (Finotello et al., 2019; Leonardi et al., 2013). By contrast, processes acting to smooth the 
shoreline–erosion and deposition due to gradients in longshore transport–increase gradually with the wave-driven 
sediment flux (Ashton & Giosan, 2011; Nienhuis et al., 2013).

There are statistically significant differences in the mean Nch between wave-influenced, and river or tide-influenced 
simulations where river and tide-influenced deltas have greater Nch than wave-influenced deltas (Figure 3b, Table 
S2 in Supporting Information S1). For deltas with rwave < 0.1 there is significant variability and no clear trend in 
Nch likely reflecting a range of processes that contribute to channel formation (Figures 4b and 4e). Waves decrease 
Nch, consistent with theory (Jerolmack & Swenson, 2007; Nardin & Fagherazzi, 2012; Wright & Coleman, 1973), 
but only when rwave > 0.1. Interestingly, an order of magnitude increase in rwave from 0.1 to 1 leads to a drastic 

Figure 2. Examples of near end-member deltas from field and simulated datasets, with arrows and labels denoting characteristic features of wave and tide-dominated 
end members. Field delta topography is displayed in meters above sea-level, sourced from 1 arc second SRTM data (Farr & Kobrick, 2000). Simulation topobathymetry 
displayed in meters relative to sea level. (a) River-dominated Volga delta, Russia. (b) Tide-dominated Orinoco delta, Venezuela. (c) Wave-dominated Mahanadi delta, 
India. (d) River-dominated simulation, Run O1. (e) Tide-dominated simulation, Run L2. (f) Wave-dominated simulation, Run U2.
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reduction in Nch, at times producing deltas with a single distributary channel mouth. Our simulations showed no 
significant relationship between rtide and Nch.

We used logistic regression to categorically assess the relationship between a delta's most influential flux and SPA. 
We found no statistical significance, indicating that the most influential flux is a poor predictor of SPA. However, 
logistic regression of rwave against SPA shows a statistically significant relationship, confirming the role of waves 
in determining spit occurrence (Figure 4c). These seemingly contradictory results occur because spits are present 
throughout most of ternary space (including many of the “river-influenced” simulations) but are absent when 
rwave < 0.25 (Figure 4f). Spit development does not appear to be influenced by tides as there is no significant 
relationship between rtide and SPA.

3.3. Comparison With Field Deltas

Isolating the influence of flux balance on morphology is challenging for real-world deltas because other controls 
such as vegetation (Lauzon & Murray, 2018; Nardin et al., 2016), basin geometry (Geleynse et al., 2011) and sedi-
ment properties (Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014) can also affect shoreline and channel network development. Still, 
if Galloway's hypothesis is correct then deltas in the field should bear the influence of their flux balance to a first 
order. We compare our simulations with a set of globally-distributed river deltas chosen from existing datasets 
(Caldwell et al., 2019; Syvitski & Saito, 2007) with the goal of sampling the variety of flux balances observed in 
nature (Figure S2d and Table S3 in Supporting Information S1). For the field deltas, ρ* is calculated following 
the same methodology as the simulations, Nch is determined from the method of Syvitski and Saito (2007), and 
SPA is determined from Landsat imagery and water occurrence maps (Pekel et al., 2016), using the same definition 

Figure 3. Morphological differences between river, wave, and tide-influenced deltas. Categorical distributions of (a) ρ* and 
(b) Nch metrics shown as violin plots. Note the clear separation between the ρ* of wave and tide-influenced deltas in (a), and 
the low values of Nch for wave-influenced deltas in (b).
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Figure 4. Morphometric trends for simulated and field deltas. (a) ρ* decreases with rwave and increases with rtide (b) Nch decreases with rwave, with simulations 
showing a rapid decrease in Nch for rwave > 0.1. (Field deltas with greater than 30 channels are not shown here for the sake of visualization, see Figure S5 in Supporting 
Information S1). (c) SPA appears to be related to wave influence, but field deltas indicate it is not diagnostic of wave dominance. (d) ρ* plotted in ternary space, 
decreasing with rwave and increasing with rtide. (e) Nch plotted in ternary space, decreasing with rwave. (f) SPA plotted in ternary space, showing ubiquitous occurrence of 
spits on wave-dominated deltas. Error bars in (a and b) reflect the standard deviation in the metric value over the final 1/3 of the run duration.
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as for our simulations. Transport ratios for field deltas are based on sediment flux values reported by Nienhuis 
et al. (2020) (see Text S3 in Supporting Information S1 for detail).

Categorical binning of the data shows that river, wave, and tide-influenced field deltas have significantly differ-
ent ρ* and Nch (Figure 3 and Table S1 in Supporting Information S1), in agreement with our simulations. The 
observed trends (with respect to rwave and rtide) also follow the model predictions; ρ* increases with rtide and 
decreases with rwave (Figures 4a and 4d), whereas Nch decreases with increasing rwave (Figures 4b and 4e). That 
said, the scatter in the Nch field data is substantial, likely reflecting other important variables. Interestingly, 
we find a significant relationship between Nch and rtide for field deltas that is not observed in our simulations 
(Figure 4b). Finally, as with the simulations there are no significant differences in SPA among river, wave, and 
tide-influenced deltas. While SPA is related to rwave (Figure 4f), the most influential flux is not a good predictor 
for spit presence/absence.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Our results confirm the 50-year-old hypothesis of Galloway (1975) (with some important deviations) and quan-
titatively demonstrate the relationship between delta morphology and the relative flux contributions from rivers, 
waves, and tides. River-influenced deltas have a relatively high number of distributary channel mouths (Nch), 
average shoreline roughness (ρ*), and may or may not have spits. Tide-influenced deltas are distinguished by 
their rough shorelines (ρ* ≈ 1.4), while wave-influenced deltas are distinguished by their smooth shorelines 
(ρ* ≈ 1.1), smaller number of distributary channels (on average less than half as many as river and tide-influenced 
deltas) and the common occurrence of spits and barrier islands.

Multiple regression shows that the relative influence values (rriver, rwave, rtide) explain 42% of the variance in ρ* 
and 35% of the variance in Nch for the field deltas (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). These values are 
even higher for the simulations (62% for ρ* and 36% for Nch). We note that the variance explained by these fits, 
as well as those of all other linear regression models reported here, represent lower bounds for the morphological 
variability explained by the flux balance. It is possible that higher-order fits could explain greater proportions of 
the variability given the same inputs. Still, our analyses show that at least one-third of the variability in ρ* and Nch 
is explained by the monotonic relationships hypothesized by Galloway (1975) and other authors.

Mapping these characteristics in ternary space illuminates important nuances in the relationships between flux 
balance and morphology. For example, spits and barrier islands were cited by Galloway (1975) as being diagnos-
tic of wave-dominance in deltaic systems. However, our simulations and field delta analysis show that they are 
present throughout most of ternary space and thus are not a good indicator of flux balance. A better indicator for 
wave-dominance is the number of distributary channel mouths, which is relatively agnostic to flux balance except 
in strongly wave-influenced deltas (i.e., Nch decreases with rwave when rwave  >  0.1). These relationships have 
important implications for interpreting ancient deltaic systems, for managing modern deltas, and for predicting 
how delta morphology might change in response to shifts in the flux balance.

Human activity has led to changes in fluvial sediment loads at many river mouths, which alters the flux balance 
of those deltas and shifts their positions on the ternary diagram. On the Ebro, Po, and Rhone river deltas, 
anthropogenically-driven decreases in Qriver of up to 90% over the past millennium (Maselli & Trincardi, 2013) 
led to substantial decreases in the number of distributary channels (Mikhailova, 2003). Each of these systems 
were historically positioned near the rwave = 0.1 “tipping point” identified in our simulations (Figure 4b); the 
large reductions in Qriver pushed rwave past the tipping point and caused the decreases in Nch. Other shifts toward 
wave-influenced morphology (such as shoreline smoothing) have coincided with anthropogenic flux decreases in 
these and other systems (Mikhailova, 2003). We consider these as examples of morphological shifts in response 
to changing flux balances.

We note that the framework presented here is not intended to directly predict the morphological metric values 
given the input forcing values. Metric values vary temporally even for a delta with constant forcing due to auto-
genic processes, and depend partially on the scale of measurement. There is also significant uncertainty in the 
sediment flux values of natural delta systems due to the difficulty of measuring these quantities (see Text S2 
in Supporting Information  S1). These uncertainties, when combined with the large number of other factors 
affecting morphology, make a truly predictive relationship elusive. Rather, our goal is to quantitatively test the 
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morphological trends hypothesized by Galloway, and to gain insight into the nature of how morphology varies 
across the flux balance parameter space.

Our controlled simulations suggest that the flux balance sets the first-order morphology of the delta, and these 
results generally agree with the field deltas, though there are some differences. These differences highlight the 
importance of other factors in predicting delta morphology. Median grain size and cohesion of fluvial sediment 
have been shown to strongly influence delta morphology (Caldwell & Edmonds, 2014), particularly in systems 
with low wave energy, and may lead to different morphologies than identified here. Quantitatively incorporat-
ing sediment characteristics into the flux balance framework (by analogy with Orton and Reading (1993)) is 
non-trivial but could increase predictability of the morphometrics described here. It would also be beneficial 
to use this framework to test how vegetation, river-ice, or permafrost-affected soil modify the channel networks 
and planform delta morphology (Lauzon & Murray, 2018; Lauzon et al., 2019; Nardin et al., 2016; Passalacqua 
et al., 2013). Further complicating matters is the ubiquitous seasonality of each of the fluxes, coupled with the 
observation that most geomorphic work occurs during brief periods of high energy and that geomorphic response 
often depends on the sequence of events rather than just their magnitudes (Kwang & Parker, 2019). Moving 
toward a fully predictive framework for river delta morphology will require reconciling these complex interac-
tions and other controlling factors with the flux balance paradigm.

Data Availability Statement
Global Surface Water images used for field delta analyses and Delft3D simulation outputs (including sensi-
tivity tests) for the analyzed timesteps are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6804246. Code required 
to perform the analysis and create figures are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6804246. Supporting 
information available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6804246.
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